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Industry standard IEC EN 61508
defines functional safety as “free-
dom from unacceptable risk of
physical injury or damage to the
health of people, either directly or
indirectly, as a result of damage
to property or the environment.”
Here, the “freedom” to which the
standard refers is typically
achieved through detail design to
eliminate the hazards or detail
changes to the current operation of
an existing plant. The resulting
residual risk will then require
additional measures including the
use of Safety Instrumented Systems
(SISs) that will automatically
place the plant into a safe condi-
tion and raise alarms.

In addition, functional safety
applies to the entire lifecycle of a
plant, or any part thereof, where
the lifecycle has 16 distinct phases.
For the purpose of this article
though we shall consider only the
following activities: assessment
and specification; design and engi-
neering; installation and commis-
sioning; validation; operation and
maintenance; modification and
decommissioning (see Figure 1).

Assessment and
Specification
Here, two key documents come in
to play. An overall safety require-
ment document is generated
which will include hazard and risk
assessments and typically involve
the use of risk charts, a risk matrix
and include a Layers-Of-Protection
Analysis (LOPA). These are per-
formed for each part of a new or
modified plant or process; and
each potential hazard will be
assigned a Safety Instrumented
Function (SIF).

Each SIF will then be assigned a
Safety Integrity Level (SIL). It is a
measure of safety system perform-
ance in terms of probability of fail-
ure on demand or, in the case of a
SIF that provides continuous pro-
tection, probability of failure per
hour.

The other key document is a Safety
System Requirements Specification
(SSRS). Within this the SIFs,
together with operation and main-

tenance procedures, will contribute
to risk reduction objectives being
met and will identify the required
proof testing intervals.

For example, Hima-Sella, which
has been supplying safety related
systems for over 30 years, operates
its Functional Safety Management
(FSM) procedure under the
Conformity Assessment for Safety
related Systems (CASS) scheme; an
industry-recognised method of
ensuring that the correct proce-
dures are met (in accordance with
IEC 61508) and which also
includes the requirement for suit-
ably qualified and competent engi-
neers to be assigned to the project
to fulfil the SSRS. The company
then produces a 61508 Project
Safety Management Plan for its
customers, in accordance with its
FSM procedure.

Design and Engineering
These activities are effectively all
about designing and building (or
modifying) a SIS against the SSRS
in order to meet the SILs.
Importantly, the SIS and process
control systems must be independ-
ent as the latter is effectively a
source of risks. The SIS itself could
be a hardwired solution (e.g. relay
or solid state logic) or implement-
ed in a Programmable Electronic
System (PES); depending on the
complexity, scale of the safety
function(s) and SIL requirements
the SIS is to meet.

For example, Hima-Sella was
recently awarded two contracts for
the design, manufacture and
installation of safety systems for
the Teesside Gas Processing Plant
at Seal Sands in the UK. Under one
of the contracts, Hima-Sella is pro-
viding a High Integrity Pressure
Protection System (HIPPS) built
around a HIMA HIQuad H51q (SIL
3 rated) PES; which features dual
redundant CPUs and I/O that per-
form two-out-of-three (2oo3) vot-
ing on pressure transmitters to
provide autonomous and failsafe
protection.

In another example, Hima-Sella
was awarded contracts to provide
three separate solutions to protect
against overpressure scenarios at
the Total E&P UK Ltd gas terminal
at St. Fergus, Scotland. On this
occasion, each solution is being
implemented using a HIMA Planar
4 solid state logic solver connected
to pressure transmitters fitted to
the interlocking manifolds of the
pipeline it protects.

It is therefore an essential aspect of
the design phase (including
clients’ preferences) that the most
appropriate solutions (hardwired
or PES-based) be considered for
each SIF.

Installation and
Commissioning
Pre installation, a number of
Factory Acceptance Tests (FATs)
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Safety All Round

A formal Installation Plan is followed to ensure all SIS compo-
nents are installed correctly, and commissioning of the SIS will
include a number of basic checks ahead of a full Site Acceptance
Test (photo: Hima Sella)

Figure 1. While many con-
sider functional safety to
be a start-to-finish flow, in
practice it is cyclic, as the
ramifications of modifying
or decommissioning a plant
or process warrant return-
ing to the start of the life-
cycle (illustrations: Hima Sella)
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will typically be conducted to verify
that the SIS meets the SSRS and
SILs. For example, Hima-Sella ver-
ifies the SISs it builds for its cus-
tomers using simulated field
devices; and the company has a
comprehensive rig room at its
Stockport headquarters which
allows the operation and interac-
tion of system components to be
verified.

Once a system, or part thereof in
the case of a modification, is deliv-

ered to site, a formal installation
plan is typically followed to ensure
all SIS components are installed
correctly. Commissioning the SIS
will include a number of basic
checks, such as power ups and
loop tests.

Depending on the size/scope of the
project, installation and commis-
sioning might be performed dur-
ing a scheduled site shutdown, as
was the case in 2010 when Hima-
Sella upgraded the SIS at Statoil’s

Kårstø plant in Norway, as part of
the Kårstø Expansion Project.

In many other cases, installation
can be completed without the need
for a site-wide shutdown; subject to
the engineering decisions and
technology on which the SIS is
built. For example, Hima-Sella
recently completed a site-wide PLC
upgrade programme for a major
UK refinery. The project required
that consideration be given during
the design and engineering phase
to maintain maximum up time
during installation and commis-
sioning; which guided the selec-
tion of a HIMA HIMax (a scalable,
“non-stop” PES) to act as a com-
bined Data Concentrator and large
Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) and which communicates
with 100 network boxes, each of
which interfaces with up to 12
remote I/O boxes (with 25 chan-
nels each). The network and
remote I/O boxes were installed
“live”, in that small, local areas of
the site were shut down briefly
whilst engineers replaced the lega-
cy, standalone PLCs with the new
units.

Validation/Verification
Let us first distinguish between
these words. Validation essentially
sets out to answer the question
“does it do what it’s been built to
do?” and is traditionally addressed
through a Site Acceptance Test
(SAT). Verification on the other
hand sets out to answer the ques-
tion “does it do what is required?”,
and for SIL 3 and 4 systems will be
performed by a suitably experi-
enced independent company (e.g.
SIRA) or a certification body (e.g.
TÜV). However, when deciding
what may or may not warrant an
external verification, there is no
hard and fast rule, as a large plant
containing only SIL 1 and 2 rated
equipment may well benefit from
external verification.

Operation and
Maintenance
Once operational, the SIS needs to
be maintained in order to ensure

the designed integrity is not com-
promised; as a dangerous failure
anywhere in the functional safety
hierarchy (Figure 2) would com-
promise the safety of site person-
nel.

Regular maintenance of the SIS
goes a long way to assuring its
reliability. Where plants require
high availability then the SIS can
be engineered to provide fault tol-
erance, i.e. a fault does not cause a
shutdown. Also, it is advisable to
always carry spare parts; though
many leading SIS suppliers now
offer bonded stock agreements and
can hold parts on their premises
until needed.

These same companies can also
help develop and implement a tai-
lored maintenance plan, which
can include checking, maintain-
ing, updating and optimising the
hardware and software elements
within the SIS. Maintenance con-
tracts can also include the revision
of the system documentation. On-
site support is often made available
too, whereby experienced safety
experts are on hand to identify the
source of any fault.

Having appropriately trained per-
sonnel is also an essential aspect of
maintaining a SIS, and relevant
courses are available to arm a
plant’s engineers with the know-
how and expertise required to
achieve a level of system knowl-
edge which will enable them to
operate the system and trou-
bleshoot any common problems.

Modification
Modifications and upgrades, be
they small or large, are par for the
course in the oil and gas industry,
in light of the long operating peri-
ods of plants these days. The rami-
fications of any modification need
to be considered from a functional
safety perspective, which frequently
requires returning to the
Assessment and Specification
phase of the lifecycle. Only then
can the intended modifications
feed into the SSRS, SIFs, SILs and,

Protection against overpressure scenarios at Total E&P UK
Ltd’s gas terminal at St. Fergus, Scotland is afforded by SISs
built around HIMA Planar 4 solid state logic solvers connect-
ed to pressure transmitters fitted to pipelines and their
interlocking manifolds (photo: Total E&P UK Ltd.)

Figure 2. In the 7/8 2011 issue of Scandinavian Oil-Gas
Magazine we discussed the importance of having layers of
protection around safety critical assets (for example, a valve
on an oil pipeline). In that article we recommended how the
protection is best designed from the inside out, so that
process instructions have to pass through a number of sys-
tems/functions such as Basic Process Control System (BPCS),
Process Shutdown (PSD), Emergency Shutdown (ESD) and a
High Integrity Pressure Protection System (HIPPS). This
architecture can also be viewed as a hierarchy (above). Here,
any single safety function can shut-down a safety-critical
asset and pass a trip signal up the hierarchy to the BPCS but
continued (or resumed) operation of that asset requires
unanimous consent within the hierarchy.
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ultimately, the physical implemen-
tation of a safety function.

Decommissioning
Though something is being

removed or permanently shut
down, the rules here are pretty
much the same as for adding or
modifying a process. Essentially,
when a process and/or part of a

plant is decommissioned it is nec-
essary to do so in a way which
ensures the safety of personnel,
protects the environment and con-
forms to applicable standards. On-
site analysis is especially useful
during decommissioning, removal
or plant relocation.

Reduce Risk
Historically, process plant owners
and operators have taken care of
managing the functional safety
lifecycle themselves; typically out-
sourcing just a few phases, such as
design and installation.
Increasingly though, other phases
of the lifecycle are being out-
sourced. It is worth noting though
that the entire lifecycle can never
be outsourced to one organisa-
tion; that would contravene IEC
61508.

Sharing responsibilities through
close working partnerships reduces
risks by virtue of “checking each

other’s work”. Moreover, a well
architected, layered SIS (as per
Figure 2) supports a plant’s busi-
ness objectives; so partnering with
the most suitable safety specialists
for certain parts of the lifecycle
reduces not only safety risks but
also overall project implementa-
tion ones.                        n
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HIMA HiQuad (SIL 3 rated) Programmable Electronics
Systems are at the heart of emergency shutdown and over-
pressure systems protecting the Teesside Gas Processing
Plant currently being modified to receive and process gas
from the Breagh field in the North Sea (photo: RWE Dea AG)
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